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**Figure 1.** Trisomy correction during meiosis I. (A) Illustration showing expected outcomes of female meiosis in XXX wild-type worms, assuming the extra univalent X (red) does not lose cohesion (yellow) between sister chromatids during anaphase I and assuming random segregation. (B) Illustration of a spindle with chromosomes at the metaphase plate with poles marked ‘P’ (left) and a projection of the cross-sectional view down the pole-to-pole axis at the metaphase plate (right). (C–E) Z projections of fixed meiotic embryos viewed down the pole-to-pole spindle axis. Meiotic embryos from XXX wild-type mothers were stained with DAPI and anti-tubulin antibody. (C) Metaphase I spindles with 7 chromosomes; right images of X-fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) show two X chromosomes on the spindle. See also Supplementary file 2. (D) Metaphase II spindles with 6 chromosomes; right images of X-FISH show one X on the spindle and 2–3 foci in the polar body. See also Supplementary file 3. (E) Metaphase II spindle with 7 chromosomes. (F) Frequency of each spindle class among the progeny of XXX wild-type mothers. Insets show polar bodies, marked by asterisks, which were used to identify metaphase II spindles. Bar = 5 μm. DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06056.003
Figure 2. X univalents are preferentially lost between metaphase I and metaphase II in him-8 mutants. Z projections of living (A–E) and fixed (F–J) C. elegans meiotic embryos viewed down the pole-to-pole spindle axis at metaphase I (A, B, F, G) or metaphase II (C, D, E, H, I, J). mCherry::Histone H2B and GFP::tubulin label the chromosomes and spindle, respectively, in live embryos. Fixed embryos were stained with DAPI, anti-tubulin antibody, and a LacO FISH probe that recognizes a LacO array integrated on the X chromosome. Asterisks indicate polar bodies. Insets show polar bodies that did not fit in the image frame. In (E), ‘s’ denotes a sperm outside of the embryo. Percentages are shown for each outcome (K, L). Bar = 5 μm.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06056.004
Figure 2—figure supplement 1. zim-2 embryos also deposit unpaired chromosome V univalents into the first polar body. Z projections of fixed meiotic embryos viewed down the pole-to-pole spindle axis. Embryos were stained with DAPI (blue), LacO (red), and Tubulin (green).
Figure 2—figure supplement 1. Continued

DAPI, anti-tubulin antibody, and a LacO FISH probe that recognizes a LacO array integrated on chromosome V. This array is larger than the array inserted on X, thus, the foci are larger than those shown in Figure 2. (A) Metaphase I embryo with 7 DAPI chromosomes and two LacO (V) univalents. (B) Metaphase II embryo with 5 DAPI chromosomes and no LacO (V) chromosome on the spindle and two in the first polar body. (C) Metaphase II embryo with 6 DAPI chromosomes and one LacO (V) chromosome on the spindle and one in the first polar body. (D) Early anaphase II spindle with 2 LacO (V) chromosomes in the spindle and none in the first polar body. In (B) and (C), polar bodies are marked by asterisks. In (D), the polar body is shown as an inset because it was in a distant focal plane. (E) Quantification of the frequencies of each class. (F) Diakinesis chromosome counts from the zim-2 and him-8 strains bearing Lac operator arrays. Left panel shows representative zim-2 diakinesis nucleus with 6 chromosomes, right two panels show two examples of zim-2 diakinesis nuclei with 7 chromosomes. Bar = 5 μm.
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Figure 3. X univalents biorient at metaphase I in him-8 embryos. (A) Cartoon diagram of REC-8 staining on bivalents and univalents. (B and C) Anti-REC-8 staining of metaphase I and metaphase II embryos with bivalents (yellow arrow head) and univalents (white arrow head). In him-8 embryos, univalents at metaphase I have a single band of REC-8 with the same orientation seen on normal chromosomes at metaphase II. (D) Quantification of the orientation of univalents by offset angle from the metaphase plate, 0˚ corresponds to perfect biorientation and 90˚ corresponds to perfect mono-orientation. Cortical pole is on the left in all images. Bar = 5 μm.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06056.006
Figure 3—figure supplement 1. Imaging of GFP::KNL-2 demonstrates that him-8 univalent chromosomes biorient at metaphase of meiosis I. (A–B) Z-projections through fixed GFP::KNL-2 embryos stained with DAPI and anti-tubulin antibody. (A) Metaphase I wild-type and him-8 embryos showing the distinct KNL-2 cups around bivalents (yellow arrow head) and univalents (white arrow head). (B) Metaphase II wild-type and him-8 embryos showing the characteristic KNL-2 cups around bioriented chromosomes at the metaphase plate. (C) Quantification of the orientation of chromosomes by offset angle from the metaphase plate, 0˚ corresponds to perfect biorientation and 90˚ corresponds to perfect mono-orientation. Cortical pole is on the left in all images. Bar = 5 μm. DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06056.007
Figure 3—figure supplement 2. Reduced levels of AIR-2 are loaded on him-8 X univalents at meiosis I. (A and B) Z projections of fixed metaphase I, GFP:AIR-2 embryos stained with DAPI and anti-tubulin antibody. AIR-2 is loaded between homologs of both wild-type (A) and him-8 bivalents (B), whereas less AIR-2 was observed on him-8 univalents (arrow heads in B). (C) Relative pixel intensity ratios show that him-8 metaphase II chromosomes load 1.7 times as much AIR-2 as X univalents at metaphase I, and metaphase I bivalents load 2.3 times as much AIR-2 as X univalents at metaphase I. n for both refers to total number of embryos counted, where each metaphase II embryo bore 5–7 chromosomes and each metaphase I embryo bore 2 univalents and 5 bivalents. Bar = 5 μm. DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06056.008
Figure 4  X univalents lag at anaphase I. (A) Time-lapse images of a living wild-type embryo undergoing anaphase I show chromosomes separating as two distinct masses. (B) Time-lapse images of a living him-8 embryo show a lagging chromosome at anaphase I. (C–E) Z projections of fixed anaphase I embryos. (C) LacO FISH labeling of a wild-type strain with a LacO array integrated on the X chromosome shows normal segregation of two X homologs from one X bivalent. (D) LacO FISH shows that a lagging chromosome in him-8 is the X. (E) LacO FISH labeling of a zim-2 strain with a LacO array integrated on chromosome V showing a univalent V lagging at anaphase I. Cortical pole is to the left in all images. Bar = 5 μm.
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Figure 5. The contractile ring moves inward past the lagging chromosomes of him-8 embryos. (A) Time-lapse sequence of anaphase I in a him-8 strain with GFP::PH, GFP::Tubulin, and mCherry::Histone H2B. The plasma membrane ingresses past the lagging chromosomes to engulf them in the polar body. (B) Fraction of him-8 anaphase I embryos in which a lagging chromosome eventually resolved toward the cortex or eventually resolved into the embryo (interior). Lagging univalents resolved more frequently toward the cortex during both early and late anaphase. Depletion of NMY-2, the myosin required for polar body formation, eliminated only the late anaphase bias. Pairwise two-tailed p values by Fisher’s exact test: him-8 late vs him-8 nmy-2(RNAi) late = 0.02, him-8 early vs him-8 nmy-2(RNAi) early = 0.80, him-8 early vs him-8 late = 1.0, him-8 nmy-2(RNAi) early vs him-8 nmy-2(RNAi) late = 0.26. p values from Pearson’s chi-squared test: him-8 late vs 50% = 0.003, him-8 nmy-2(RNAi) late vs 50% = 0.32, him-8 early vs 50% = 0.02, him-8 nmy-2(RNAi) early vs 50% = 0.38. (C) Top, diagram illustrating how the position of scission by the contractile ring along the pole-to-pole spindle axis was scored. Bottom, representative images from time-lapse sequences showing scission at different positions along the length of the spindle. (D) Average position of contractile ring scission along the pole-to-pole spindle axis in wild-type embryos and in him-8 embryos with no lagging chromosomes, lagging chromosomes that end up at the cortex (cortical), or lagging chromosomes that end up in the embryo (interior). Bar = 5 μm.
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Figure 6. Lagging chromosomes are captured by the septin tube and expelled with polar bodies. Time-lapse imaging of embryos expressing GFP::septin and mCherry::histone. (A) Time-lapse images of a living wild-type embryo undergoing anaphase I show the conversion of a flat washer-shaped contractile ring into a tube during formation of the first polar body. (B) Time-lapse images of a living him-8 embryo show two lagging chromosomes at anaphase I (arrows) as one moves into the polar body early on, while the second is trapped in the septin tube and is extruded with the first polar body. (C) 2 time points of a him-8 embryo during telophase I showing the lagging chromosome trapped in the septin tube. Bar = 4 μm. Times are from the onset of homolog separation. DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06056.012
Figure 7. Early bias of univalent X chromosomes might occur at the metaphase to anaphase I transition. Representative cartoon diagrams and Z projections from fixed embryos stained with DAPI, anti-tubulin antibody, and LacO(X) FISH probe. Cortex is at the top. (A–C) Both X univalents on metaphase I spindles that were shortened (5.3–7.2 μm spindle length) but still parallel to the embryo cortex were frequently (46%) aligned closer to the same spindle pole. (D–G) One or both univalents on MI spindles that had rotated but homologs had not yet separated.
Figure 7. Continued

were closer to the cortex and future polar body in 38 ± 19% of embryos. Both univalents were never observed closer to the interior spindle pole. Yellow dashed lines indicate the metaphase plate. (H and I) Time-lapse images of two univalents (arrows in H) or one univalent (arrowhead in I) offset from the metaphase plate just before rotation of the univalent-proximal pole to the cortex. Time zero is initiation of spindle rotation. Bar = 5 μm.
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